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The Peter Stories

(in circle) 

(Walk like a tortoise—get inside its skin!)

(In circle as before) 
(Put up hands to 

“bunny-ears” and hop)
(Repeat)

 (Repeat conversation with Peter as for tortoise)

Put knees together, hands as tail and waddle—here 
one can quack with each waddle or add the following 
verse. 

(They love 
     unexpected pauses here)

Continue as with the others but drinking up the water, 
then swimming in the water, then coming from the water. 

(Repeat conversation as with the others)

 (Jump like a frog)
(Repeat conversa-

tion as above)
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(Clap hands and 
stamp feet from side to side)

(In circle)

Animals eat; get “inside” each animal in turn.
 (chew with lips in, bite on them).

 (bottom lip tucked in and top teeth 
showing over) (both lips pouting well 
out) (tongue curling out and in beyond 
lips)

Dwell on each type of chewing in sequence, then 
speed up. This part is so funny and the children cannot 
resist. It is also extremely healthy for them as it puts 
the will strongly into the mouth.

(Whisper) 

Snore, breathing deeply in and out. All stand.

(pointer 
finger held up and moved from side to side)

The next time this story can be repeated with Peter 
going to fetch a big cauliflower, and his Mummy can 
warn him of the animals by using pointer finger as 
above. On the way back, they can just take a tiny nibble 
but again end up by finishing the whole cauliflower!

Also, Peter can take appropriate food for them and 
take them swimming.

A cabbage-leaf for the tortoise, 
a carrot for the rabbit and bread crumbs for the other 
two.

Here the duck, frog, and tortoise do different types 
of swimming, while the rabbit watches. They eat, and 
Peter has a sandwich (chew with mouth closed and 
upright to show the difference between human and 
animal). When he goes home, the duck and frog remain 
behind to swim some more.

Peter can also have a birthday party and invite the 
animals and then go into the making of the cake as 
well.

The children get to love the animals and their antics 
and, as a story on its own, many additions can be con-
cocted. This story is a definite favorite because it is so 
funny, and children can relate to the animals.
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